About Johnson & Associates
We are the law firm of tomorrow
We are a young firm with experience and technological fortitude. Since our
inception, we have always focused on our clients’ needs. We know that
through accessibility and our implementation of technology we set
certain levels of comfort. We are here to guide and advise you in order to
produce a favorable outcome on your behalf.

Expertise
Our staff has handled over 10,000 cases. Our team of attorneys consult
with each other to make sure the client is placed in the in the best possible
position, thus ensuring a more favorable outcome.

Accessibility
The biggest complaint is "I can't get in touch with my attorney" or "I can't
obtain my case files" but we have taken care of that. We are just a phone
call away, an email away or a visit away from one of our many convenient
locations. Our clients have access to an online portal that interfaces with
all parties involved, giving you the ability to upload documents, download
documents, make payments, and provide updates. It is all at your disposal.

Creativity
"Through passion and desire, ingenuity is born." Everyone at Johnson &
Associates is encouraged to think outside the box. From the top down and
back up to the top, all ideas are welcomed. Our colleagues are
compensated for their inventiveness. We are constantly seeking to improve,
this is why we developed the interactive portal and developed technology
through an app. Through these avenues we provide relief through
trying times.

Value
Throughout our organization each person brings some level of experience.
Our principal has worked on Wall Street. Here he purchased and sold over
100 companies, some of our employees have owned businesses or their
parents have successful businesses. Due to our vast experiences we can
provide consultative services. These are invaluable as we provide a solid
foundation on which to build on and help you succeed

